In this paper, we propose an algorithm for maintaining a concurrent directed graph (for shared memory architecture) that is concurrently being updated by threads adding/deleting vertices and edges. The update methods of the algorithm are deadlock-free while the contains methods are waitfree. To the the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a concurrent data structure for an adjacency list representation of the graphs. We extend the lazy list implementation of concurrent set for achieving this.
Introduction
Graph is a common data-structure that can model many real world objects & relationships. A graph represents pairwise relationships between objects along with their properties. Due to their usefulness, graphs are being used in various fields like genomics various kinds of networks such as social, semantic etc. Generally, these graphs are very large and dynamic in nature. Dynamic graphs are the one's which are subjected to a sequence of changes like insertion, deletion of vertices and/or edges [1] . Online social networks (facebook, linkedin, google+, twitter, quora, etc.), are dynamic in nature with the users and the relationships among them changing over time. There are several important problems that can become challenging in such a dynamic setting: finding cycles, graph coloring, minimum spanning tree, shortest path between a pair of vertices, strongly connected components, etc.
We have been specifically motivated by the problem of Serialization Graph Testing (SGT ) scheduler [15] from Databases and Transactional Memory [13] . A database scheduler (as the name suggests) handles the concurrency control over a set of transactions running concurrently. A transaction is a block of code invoked by a thread/process to access multiple shared memory variables atomically. The scheduler commits a transaction if it does not violate correctness (which is serializability/opacity); otherwise the transaction is aborted.
Conflict-Serializability (CSR) [15] is the standard correctness-criterion for deciding the correctness of single-version databases schedulers. Almost all single-version databases schedulers including SGT implement CSR. Although these schedulers are correct, they differ w.r.t progress in terms of number of aborts. Some schedulers cause more transactions to abort (unnecessarily) while others cause lesser aborts for the same input history. It can be seen that the higher the number of unnecessary aborts the lesser is the efficacy of the database. Among the various schedulers that implement CSR, it was shown that SGT causes the least number of transaction aborts [15] . In fact, due to the effectiveness of SGT, several Software Transactional Memory Systems (STMs) have been developed based on this scheduler.
INTRODUCTION
The working of SGT scheduler is as follows: it maintains a graph called as conflict-graph (CG) over all transactions. The conflict-graph characterizes every transaction as a vertex and all conflicts between transactions as directed edges [15] . The conflict graph gets modified dynamically with time by the arrival, deletion of transactions causing deletion of vertices respectively and by the addition of conflicts between the transactions causing addition of edges between the vertices. It must be noted that although the set of threads that invoke the transactions are finite, the number of transactions and the corresponding operations can grow to be very large over time. Figure 1 : An example of a directed acyclic graph in the shared memory which is being accessed by multiple threads. Thread T 1 is trying to add a vertex 10 to the graph. Thread T 2 is concurrently invoking a remove vertex 3. Thread T 3 is also concurrently performing an addition of directed edge from vertex 9 to vertex 8 and will later create a cycle.
The SGT scheduler maintains the property that conflict graph always remains acyclic to ensure correctness. When a transaction requests an operation, the SGT scheduler checks whether the requested operation can cause a cycle in the dynamic conflict graph. If it does not then the transaction is allowed to perform the operation; otherwise it is aborted.
Apart from SGT, other well-known applications that require maintaining dynamic graphs while ensuring acyclicity are deadlock avoidance and detection algorithms for concurrently executing processes [12] . But unlike SGT, there is a theoretical upper limit on the number of vertices in the graph for these applications which is the total number of threads/processes in the system. The traditional solution employed by SGT in Databasese & STMs to maintain dynamic graphs is to use a single coarse lock to protect the entire graph. Clearly, this implementation can be made more efficient by providing finer granularity of synchronization. Each thread which has invoked a transaction should independently be able to add/delete from vertices/edges to independent parts of the graph. It can be seen that this problem gets complicated if the graph is huge and multiple threads are concurrently accessing the graph and performing some operations. Further, on the top of such a dynamically changing graph it is not clear how to check for cycles without locking the entire graph using coarse locks.
In this paper, we propose a solution for this problem. We develop a concurrent directed graph data structure which allows threads to concurrently add/delete/contains on vertices/edges while ensuring linearizability. The update methods add/delete on vertices/edges are deadlock-free while the contains methods on vertices/edges are wait-free. We then present a wait-free algorithm for preserving acyclicity of this concurrent graph which is based on reachability. To show their correctness we discuss the linearization points of all these methods. We also show experimental analysis of the presented concurrent data structure under varying workload distributions which demonstrate the concurrency obtained against the coarse locking strategy. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A concurrent directed graph data structure represented by adjacency list that has been implemented using the idea of concurrent set based on linked list [2] .
• An algorithm: wait-free reachability for detecting cycle in the fully dynamic concurrent graph.
• Experimental analysis of the presented concurrent data structure under varying workload distributions which demonstrate on an average 8x higher throughput obtained by the proposed algorithm over the coarse locking strategy.
• We show the that all the presented methods are linearizable by using linearization points. We then give proof-sketch to show that the methods of the graph data-structure which maintains acyclicity are linearizable. We also give a proof-sketch of the progress conditions of all the methods.
Related Work. There are many efficient well-known algorithms for solving these problems in the sequential world. Also, several parallel tools have been developed for operating on graphs and several algorithms based on these tools [7, 11] . However, there are a very few work in the area of concurrent graphs shared in memory setting that work with linearizability. There has been a recent interesting and relevant work on the area of concurrent graphs by Kallimanis and Kanellou [6] . They consider dynamic graphs with edge weights changing dynamically. They also support addition/deletion of edges and dynamic traversal with all of the methods being wait-free. But in their system, the total number of vertices in the graph is fixed. Hence, they represent the dynamic graph in the form of adjacency matrix which assumes a upper-limit on the total number of vertices. Such a system cannot be used for representing a SGT scheduler in which the set of vertices changes dynamically over time. Moreover, it is not clear how to ensure graph acyclicity with their algorithm. Roadmap. The Section 2 describes the system model and underlying assumptions. In the Section 3, we define the problem along with the underlying assumptions. The Section 4 describes the construction of a fully dynamic concurrent graph based adjacency list data structure along with the working of each of its methods. Section 6 presents the solution approach for preserving acyclicity in this dynamically changing graph. Results and experimental analysis are given in the Section 7 and finally we conclude and present the future direction in the Section 8.
System Model & Preliminaries
In this paper, we assume that our system consists of finite set of p processors, accessed by a finite set of n threads that run in a completely asynchronous manner and communicate using shared objects. The threads communicate with each other by invoking higher-level methods on the shared objects and getting corresponding responses. Consequently, we make no assumption about the relative speeds of the threads. We also assume that none of these processors and threads fail.
Events. We assume that the threads execute atomic events. Similar to Lev-Ari et. al.'s work, [8, 9] we assume that these events by different threads are (1) read, write on shared/local memory objects; (2) method invocations or inv event & responses or resp event on higher level shared-memory objects.
Global States, Execution and Histories. We define the global state or state of the system as the collection of local and shared variables across all the threads in the system. The system starts with an initial global state. We assume that all the events executed by different threads are totally ordered. Each event changes possibly the global state of the system leading to a new global state. The events read, write on shared/local memory objects changes the global state. The events inv event & resp event on higher level shared-memory objects do not change the contents of the global state. Although we denote the resulting state with a new label.
We denote an execution of a concurrent threads as a finite sequence of totally ordered atomic events. We formally denote an execution E as the tuple evts, < E , where E.evts denotes the set of all events of E and < E is the total order among these events. A history corresponding to an execution consists only of method inv and resp events (in other words, a history views the methods as black boxes without going inside the internals). Similar to an execution, a history H can be formally denoted as evts, < H where evts are of type inv & resp and < H defines a total order among these events.
With this definition, it can be seen that a history uniquely characterizes an execution and vice-versa. Thus we use these terms interchangeably in our discussion. For a history H, we denote the corresponding execution as E H . Next, we relate executions (histories) with global states. An execution takes the system through a series of global states with each event of the execution stating from the initial state takes the global state from one to the next. We associate the state of an execution (or history) to be global state after the last event of the execution. We denote this final global state S of an execution E as S = E.state (or H.state).
We refer to the set of all the global states that a system goes through in the course of an execution as E.allStates (or H.allStates). It can be seen that for E, E.state ∈ E.allStates. Given an event e of an execution E, we denote global state just before the e as the pre-state of e and denote it as e.pre-state. Similarly, we denote the state immediately after e as the the post-state of e or e.post-state. Thus if an event e is in E.evts then both e.pre-state and e.post-state are in E.allStates.
The notion of pre & post states can be extended to methods as well. We denote the pre-state of a method m or m.pre-state as the global state just before the invocation event of m whereas the post-state of m or m.pre-state as the global state just after the return event of m. Notations on Histories. We now define a few notations on histories which can be extended to the corresponding executions. We say two histories H1 and H2 are equivalent if the set of events in H1 are the same as H2, i.e., H1.evts = H2.evts and denote it as H1 ≈ H2. We say history H1 is a sub-history of H2 if all the events of H1 are also in H2 in the same order, i.e., (H1.evts ⊆ H2.evts) ∧ (< H1 ⊆< H2 ) .
Let a thread T i invoke some methods on a few shared memory objects in a history H and o be a shared memory object whose methods have been invoked by threads in H. Using the notation of [5] , we denote H|T i to be the sub-history all the events of T i in H. Similarly, we denote H|o to be the sub-history all the events involving o.
We say that a resp event matches an inv event in an execution (as the name suggests) if the both resp and inv events are on the same method of the object, have been invoked by the same thread and the resp event follows inv event in the execution. We assume that a history H as well-formed if a thread T i does not invoke a method on a shared object until it obtains the matching response for the previous invocation. We assume that all the executions & histories considered in this paper are well-formed. We denote an inv event as pending if it does not have a matching resp event in the execution. Note that since an execution is well-formed, there can be at most only one pending invocation for each thread.
We say a history H is complete if for every method inv event there is a matching resp event. The history H is said to be sequential if every inv event, except possibly the last, is immediately followed by the matching resp event. Note that a complete history is not sequential and the vice-versa. It can be seen that in a well-formed history H, for every thread T i , we have that H|T i is sequential. Figure 3 shows a sequential history. Sequential Specification. We next discuss about sequential-specification [5] of shared memory objects. The sequential-specification of a shared memory object o is defined as the set of (all possible) sequential histories involving the methods of o. Since all the histories in the sequential-specification of o are sequential, this set captures the behavior of o under sequential execution which is believed to be correct. A sequential history S is said to be legal if for every shared memory object o whose method is invoked in S, S|o is in the sequential-specification of o. Safety: A safety property is defined over histories (and the corresponding executions) of shared objects and generally states which executions of the shared objects are acceptable to any application. The safety property that we consider is linearizability [5] . A history H is said to be linearizable if (1) there exists a completion H of H in which some pending inv events are completed with a matching response and some other pending inv events are discarded; (2) there exists a sequential history S such that S is equivalent Figure 3 : An illustration of a Sequential execution E S .
to H; (3) S is legal. Another way to say that history H is linearizable if it is possible to assign an atomic event as a linearization point (LP ) inside the execution interval of each method such that the result of each of these methods is the same as it would be in a sequential history in which the methods are ordered by their LPs [3] .
A concurrent object is linearizable if all the histories generated by it are linearizable. We prove the linearizability of a concurrent history by defining a LPs for each method. The LP of a method implies that the method appears to take effect instantly at its LP. Progress: The progress properties specifies when a thread invoking methods on shared objects completes in presence of other concurrent threads. Some progress conditions used in this paper are mentioned here which are based on the definitions in Herlihy & Shavit [4] . The progress condition of a method in concurrent object is defined as:
1. Blocking: In this, an unexpected delay by any thread (say, one holding a lock) can prevent other threads from making progress.
2. Deadlock-Free: This is a blocking condition which ensures that some thread (among other threads in the system) waiting to get a response to a method invocation will eventually receive it.
3. Starvation-Free: This is a blocking condition which ensures that every thread trying to get a response to a method, eventually receives it.
4. Non-Blocking: In this, a failure or suspension of a thread cannot prevent some operation of another thread from making progress.
5. Lock-Free: This is a non-blocking condition which ensures that some thread waiting to get a response to a method (among multiple other threads), eventually receives it.
6. Wait-Free: This is a non-blocking condition which ensures that every thread trying to get a response to a method, eventually receives it.
It can be seen that wait-free methods are desirable since they can complete regardless of the execution of other concurrent methods. On the other hand, deadlock-free methods are system (or underlying scheduler) dependent progress condition since they involve blocking. It ensures that among multiple threads in the system, at least one of them will make progress.
The update methods exported by the graph data-structure discussed in this paper are deadlock-free and the contains methods are wait-free.
3 Construction of Concurrent Graph Data-Structure
Overview
In this section we describe the graph data structure. It is based on the adjacency list representation. Hence, it is implemented as a collection (list) of vertices wherein each vertex in turn holds a list of vertices to which it has outgoing edges. The implementation is a linked list of vnode and enode as shown in the Table 1 . The implementation of each of these lists are based on the lazy-list implementation of the a concurrent-set [2] . The enode class has four fields. The val field is the key value of the edge(u, v) (edge from u to v), stores the key value of v. The edge nodes are sorted in order of the val field. This helps efficiently detect when a enode is absent in the edge list. The marked field is of type boolean which indicates whether that enode is in the edge list or not. The enext field is a reference to the next enode in the edge list. The lock field is for ensuring access to a shared enode happens in a mutually exclusion manner. We say a thread acquires a lock and releases the lock when it executes a lock.acquire() and lock.release() method call respectively. Similarly, the vnode class has six fields. The val field is the key value of the vertex u. The vertex nodes are sorted in the order of the val field which helps detect presence/absence of a vnode in the vertex list (like the the sorted enode list). The marked field is a boolean marked field indicating whether that vnode is in the vertex list or not. The vnext field is a reference to the next vnode in the vertex list. The EdgeHead field is a sentinel enode at the start of the each edge list for each vnode has the smallest possible key value (−∞). The EdgeT ail field is sentinel enode at the end of the each edge list has the largest possible key value (+∞). The lock field to add the mutual exclusion to a shared vnode implementation. We say a thread acquires a lock and releases the lock when it executes a lock.acquire() and lock.release() method call respectively. We assume the enext and marked fields of the enode structure are atomic. Similarly, the vnext and marked fields of a vnode are atomic. Given a global state S, we define a few structures and notations as follows:
1. We denote vertex node, say v, as a vnode class object. Similarly, we denote edge node, say e, as a enode class object.
2. S.vnodes as a set of vnode class objects that have been created so far in S. Its structure is defined in the Table 1 . Each vnode object v in S.vnodes is initialized with key, vnext to null, marked field initially set to f alse. Two sentinel edge nodes are created: EdgeHead and EdgeT ail assigned with val −∞ and +∞ respectively; EdgeT ail.enext to null and EdgeHead.enext to EdgeT ail.
, which is dynamically being modified by a fixed set of concurrent threads. In this setting, threads may perform insertion / deletion of vertices or edges to the graph. We develop this data-structure in Section 4.
2. We also maintain an invariant that the concurrent graph G updated by concurrent threads should be acyclic. This means that the graph should preserve acyclicity at the end of every operation in the generated equivalent sequential history. We describe the modified data-structure in Section 6.
We assume that all the vertices have unique identification key. Serialization Graph Testing Algorithm which is our motivating example, assumes that all the transactions have unique ids. Once a transaction is deleted it does not come back again into the system. As a result, we assume that all the vertices are assigned unique keys and duplicate vertices are not allowed. We assume that once a vertex id has been added, it will not be added again to the concurrent graph G.
Methods Exported & Sequential Specification
In this section, we describe the methods exported by the concurrent directed graph data structure along with their sequential specification. This specification as the name suggests shows the behaviour of the graph when all the methods are invoked sequentially.
1. The AddV ertex(u) method adds a vertex u to the graph, returning true. This follows directly from our assumption that all the vertices are assigned distinct keys. Once added, the method will never invoke addition on this key again.
2. The RemoveV ertex(u) method deletes vertex u from the graph, if it is present in the graph and returns true. By deleting this vertex u, this method ensures that all the incoming and outgoing vertices of u are deleted as well. If the vertex is not in the graph, it returns f alse. is not already present in the graph and returns true. If the edge is already in the graph it simply returns true. But if either the vertices u or v is not present, it returns f alse. Section 4 presents the construction of concurrent data structure based upon this specification.
To maintain the graph acyclicity invariant which is described in section 6, we change the specification of the AddEdge method as follows: if either the vertices u or v is not present, it returns f alse, like in the earlier case. Similarly, if the edge is already present in the graph, it returns true. If both the vertices u & v are present and the edge is not in the graph already, this method tests to see if this edge (u, v) will form a cycle in the graph by invoking CycleDetect method. If it does not form a cycle, the edge is added and it returns true. Otherwise, it returns f alse. 
f alse Never the case Never the case RemoveV ertex(u) true
Same as pre-state
ContainsV ertex(u) true S : u ∈ S.AbG(V ) Same as pre-state ContainsV ertex(u) f alse S : u / ∈ S.AbG(V ) Same as pre-state
Same as pre-state 6. The ContainsV ertex(u) returns true, if the graph contains the vertex u; otherwise returns f alse. Table 2 describes the sequential specification of each method formally in any given global state S before the execution of the method and future state S after executing it sequentially. The Pre-state is the shared state before inv event and the Post-state is also the shared state just after the resp event of a method, which is depicted in the Figure 2 . For the vnodes u and v, we represent a particular enode e as the edge (u, v), from u to v, such that e.val = v.val. We assume that a typical application invokes significantly more contains methods (ContainsEdge and ContainsVertex ) than the update methods (AddVertex, RemoveVertex, AddEdge, RemoveEdge).
Working of Concurrent Graph Methods
In this section, we describe the implementation of the concurrent graph structure and the working of the various methods. We represent the graph using adjacency list representation, which is a list of linked lists as illustrated in the Figure 4 . The underlying adjacency list implementation is an adaptation of the lazy-list based concurrent set [2] . All the fields in the structure are declared atomic. This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a particular application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc). The algorithm uses two nodes structures: vnode & enode which are described in Table 1 . As can be seen from Figure 4 , we have a list of all vnodes (or vertices) denoted as vertex list. All the vertices in this list are sorted by their keys. We maintain two sentinel nodes, called VertexHead and VertexTail, at the start and end of vertex list having the smallest and largest possible key values respectively. Each vertex v in the vertex list has an associated list of enodes called as edge list to keep track of all the outgoing edges from this vertex. Similar to vertex list, the edge list is also sorted by their keys. We again maintain two sentinel nodes in each edge list, EdgeHead and EdgeTail at the start and end of the list having the smallest and largest possible key values respectively. None of the sentinel nodes are deleted. All the fields in the structure are declared atomic. This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a particular application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc).
Till now, no fully dynamic concurrent adjacency list data structure has been proposed. Hence, when multiple threads simultaneously update the graph data structure, it is done by using coarse locks on the method calls. The problem with this is, when multiple threads try to access the concurrent data structure at the same time, the data structure becomes a sequential hold-up, forcing threads to wait in line for access to the lock. This graph data structure can be used as a fundamental building unit for different granularities of synchronization. In this paper, we consider lazy synchronization of concurrent set implemented using linked list [2] to implement dynamically changing adjacency list data structure. Instead of maintaining a coarse lock on the adjacency list as a whole, we maintain locks for individual vertex and edge nodes in the adjacency list to increase the concurrency. Lazy synchronization further increases concurrency by allowing traversals to occur without acquiring locks. Once the correct nodes have been found and locks have been acquired, then the thread validates if the locked nodes are indeed correct. If before acquiring locks, some other thread has updated the data structure and wrong nodes were locked, then the locks are released and traversals start over.
Notations used in PseudoCode:
↓, ↑ denote input and output arguments to each method respectively. The shared memory is accessed only by invoking explicit read() and write() methods. The f lag is a local variable which returns the status of each operation. We use e 1 , e 2 to represent the enode reference nodes and v 1 , v 2 , v to represent vnode references. 
f lag ← true; // validation successful The AddV ertex(u) method is similar to the add method of concurrent set implemented using lazy linked list [2] . When a thread wants to add a vertex to the concurrent graph, it traverses the vertex list without acquiring any locks until it finds a vertex with its key greater than or equal to u, say ucurr and it's predecessor, say upred. It acquires locks on the vertices upred and ucurr itself. It validates to check if ucurr is reachable from upred, and if both the vnodes have not been deleted (marked). The algorithm maintains an invariant that all the unmarked vertex nodes are reachable. If the validation succeeds, the thread adds the vertex u between upred and ucurr in the vertex list and returns true after unlocking the vertices. If it fails, the thread starts the traversal over after unlocking the locked vertices. The AddVertex method is described in the Algorithm 3. From the structure of vnode class, we know that each vnode has a boolean marked field in Table 1 . The removal of a vnode, say u happens in two steps like in the lazy linked list [2] : (1) The vnode u's marked field is first set to true and it referred to as logical removal. This ensures that if any edge is being added or removed concurrently corresponding to that vertex, it would fail in their validation after encountering it to be marked at Line 2 in the Algorithm 1. (2) Then the pointers are changed so that u is removed from the vertex list (Line 67). This is referred to as physical deletion, then it changes the pointer(Line 68) of the predecessor of the marked node to its successor so that the deleted node is no longer reachable in the vertex list. To achieve this, RemoveV ertex(u) method proceeds similar to the AddV ertex(u). The thread iterates through vertex list until it identifies the vertex u to be deleted. Then after u and its predecessor are locked, then logical removal occurs by setting the marked field to true. The RemoveVertex method is described in the Algorithm 5. After the physical deletion of the vertex u in the vertex list, its incoming edges must also be deleted. This is described by the RemoveIncomingEdge method (Algorithm 4). This is done by performing a traversal of the entire vertex list, to check if any of the existing vertices contain an edge node corresponding to the deleted vertex in their edge list. If such an edge node is present, locks are obtained on the enodes e 1 and e 2 in the Line 49 and 50 respectively of the vertex v and then this edge node e 2 is deleted by setting the marked to true (logical removal) and then physically deleted. The physical deletion does not remove the vnode from the memory as we are not doing any garbage collection. It is to be noted that performing the deletion of incoming edges of deleted vertices is an optional step as this does not affect the correctness of the algorithm. In other words, even if edges nodes corresponding to the deleted vertices are still unmarked and reachable, no other method's correctness is affected by their presence. In later section, we present results of variants with this method optional.
Algorithm 3 AddVertex Method: Successfully adds V N ode(key) to the vertex list, if it is not present earlier.
28: procedure AddVertex (key ↓)
29:
LocateV ertex(key ↓, return; 38: end procedure If the validation succeeds, the thread adds the vertex u between upred and ucurr in the vertex list and returns true after unlocking the vertices. If it fails, the thread starts the traversal over after unlocking the locked vertices. This is described in Algorithm 3. while (true) do return; //return flag 79: end procedure Each vnode of vertex list has a boolean marked field as can be seen in Table 1 . The removal of a vnode u happens in two steps like in lazy linked list [2] : (1) The vnode u's marked field is first set to true. This is referred to as logical removal. This ensures that if any edge is being added or removed concurrently corresponding to that vertex will fail in the validation process after checking the marked field. (2) Then, the pointers are changed so that u is removed from the vertex list. This is referred to as physical deletion which involves changing the pointer of the predecessor of the marked node to its successor so that the deleted node is no longer reachable in the vertex list. To achieve this, RemoveV ertex(u) method proceeds similar to the AddV ertex(u). The thread iterates through vertex list until it identifies the vertex u to be deleted. Then after u and its predecessor have been locked, logical removal occurs by setting the marked field to true. This is described in Algorithm 5. After the physical deletion of the vertex u, the vertex should be removed from the edge-list of all the other nodes v from whom there is an incoming edge to u. This is described by the RemoveIncomingEdge method. This is done by performing a traversal of the entire vertex list, to check if the deleted vertex is contained as an edge node in their edge list. If such an edge node is found, locks are obtained on the enodes e 1 and e 2 in the Line 49 and 50 in Algorithm 4 respectively of the vertex v and then this edge node e 2 to be deleted is marked (logical removal) and then physically deleted. The implementation is available at [10] . The physical deletion does not remove the vnode from the memory as we are not doing any garbage collection. All deleted vnodes are not reachable from the V ertexHead but they are present in the system.
Working of the Update Edge methods -AddEdge & RemoveEdge
Algorithm 6 ValidateEdge Method: Takes two EN ode e 1 , e 2 and validates for presence in edge list. 
f lag ← f alse;
113:
return;
114:
end if 115:
while (read(v 1 .val) < key 1 ) do 117:
end while 119: The AddEdge(u, v) method starts by checking for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list of the graph by invoking the HelpSearchEdge method (Algorithm 7). After this, once again u & v are validated to be unmarked in the Line 146. The reason for this is explained by an example in Figure 5 . Once the vertices u and v have been validated to be reachable and unmarked in the vertex list, the thread traverses the edge list of vertex u until an edge node with key greater than v has been encountered, say ecurr and it's predecessor say epred, locks are obtained on the epred and ecurr. The thread does all this without acquiring locks on vertex u and v. After this, validation is performed to check if the respective edge nodes are unmarked and reachable. If the validation is successful, the new edge node is added in between epred and ecurr in the edge list of u. The AddEdge method is described in the Algorithm 8. In RemoveEdge(u, v), the enode v is removed from u's edge list. This method works similar to RemoveV ertex method. It proceeds in two phases: first logical removal of the enode v by setting the mark field. Then, v is removed physically from u's edge list by changing the pointers. Unlike RemoveV ertex, the physical removal is simpler as there is no other extra work to be done. This is because the edges in the concurrent graph are directed and only one edge needs to be removed from one list. To achieve this, the RemoveEdge(u, v) method proceeds similar to the AddEdge(u, v) by traversing the vertex list in the graph, without acquiring any locks and then verifying that the vertices u and v are indeed present in the graph. The thread then traverses the edge list of u (without acquiring locks) to identify the epred & ecurr edge nodes. Once these nodes have been locked and validated (for reachability), logical removal occurs and then physical deletion of edge nodes place immediately after logical removal. The RemoveEdge method is described in the Algorithm 10
RemoveV ertex(u, true)
Figure 5: This figure depicts why we need an additional check to locate vertices in LocateEdge (Algorithm 9) in Line 146. A thread T 1 trying to perform AddEdge (u, v, true), first invokes HelpLocateEdge. Just after T 1 has verified vertex u (Line 102), thread T 2 deletes vertex u. Also vertex v gets added by thread T 3 just before T 1 verifies it by executing Line 102. So, now thread T 1 has successfully tested for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list, and then it proceeds to add edge (u, v), returning true. However, as is evident, no possible sequentially generated history of the given concurrent execution is correct. Hence an additional check must be performed before proceeding to actually add the edge as in Line 146. In RemoveEdge (u,v), the enode v is removed from u's edge list. This method works similar to RemoveV ertex method. It proceeds in two phases: first logical removal of the enode v by setting the mark field. Then, v is removed physically from u's edge list by changing the pointers. Unlike RemoveV ertex, the physical removal is simpler as there is no other extra work to be done. This is because the edges in the concurrent graph are directed and only one edge needs to be removed from one list. To achieve this, the RemoveEdge (u,v) method proceeds similar to the AddEdge(u, v) by traversing the vertex list in the graph, without acquiring any locks and then verifying that the vertices u and v are indeed present in the graph. The thread then traverses the edge list of u (without acquiring locks) to identify the epred & ecurr edge nodes. Once these nodes have been locked and validated (for reachability), logical removal occurs. Physical deletion of edge nodes can take place immediately after logical removal. This is described in Algorithm 10. return; // returns flag which is true 182: end procedure
Working of the Read-Only methods -ContainsVertex & ContainsEdge
Methods ContainsV ertex(u) and ContainsEdge(u, v), as described in Algorithm 11 and 12 respectively, traverse the graph without acquiring any locks. These methods return true if the vertex/edge node it was searching for is present and unmarked in the graph and otherwise returns f alse. 
Correctness: Linearization Points
In this subsection, we define the Linearization Points (LPs) of all methods of our concurrent graph data structure. The linearization point of AddV ertex(u) method is write(v 1 .vnext, v 3 ) event in Line 33. Line 33 implies that the key u is not already present and the effect of this method actually happens at this line, such that a new vertex node is now made reachable from V ertexHead of the vertex list. It can be seen that AddV ertex(u) never returns false which follows from the sequential-specification. For a successful RemoveV ertex(u) call, the linearization point occurs when the deletion of the key u succeeds i.e. write(v 2 .marked, true) in Line 67, this means the key u is already present in the vertex list. An unsuccessful call is linearized at read(v 2 .val) in Line 66 where the key u is found to be not present in the vertex list. The successful return of ContainsV ertex(u) method is linearized when the key u is found to be unmarked in the vertex list i.e. at read(u.marked) in Line 188. We linearize an unsuccessful ContainsV ertex method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if no successful concurrent add vertex (lying between the first read of a shared variable in the method until LP ) on u, the LP is defined to be later of read(n.val) not equal to u or read(n.marked) equal to true in Line 188, depending upon the execution. (2) if there is a successful concurrent add vertex on u, the ContainsV ertex(u) is linearized at the point immediately before the LP of the successful concurrent add vertex u. This LP is similar to LP of contains in lazy list implementation of the concurrent set [2] . Figure 6 illustrates why a concurrent AddV ertex must be considered while linearizing an unsuccessful ContainsV ertex method. An execution of two concurrent operations T 1 .ContainsV ertex(7, f alse) and T 2 .AddV ertex (7, true) . Figure (a) shows that T 1 is traversing the vertex list, but these vertices have been deleted consecutively. Meanwhile, some more vertices are added to the vertex list. Now, T 2 starts searching for the location to add vertex 7 in the vertex list. Figure (b) depicts that T 2 has successfully added the vertex in the vertex list. Unfortunately, T 1 locates a vertex greater than the key value it was looking for, so it returns f alse. The sequential history: T 2 .AddV ertex(7, true) < H T 1 .ContainsV ertex(7, f alse) (ordered by their execution) is not linearizable. We linearize a successful AddEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex on u and v, the LP is defined as the last of read(e 2 .val) in Line 131 and write(e 1 .enext, e 3 ) in Line 134, depending upon the execution. If the last line to execute is Line 131, the edge (u, v) is present in the edge list of the vertex u. Whereas, Line 134 implies that the edge (u, v) was not present earlier and this line adds a new edge node (u, v) such that it is now reachable from V ertexHead of the vertex list. (2) if there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on u or v or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex u or v. Figure 7 illustrates why a concurrent RemoveV ertex must be considered while linearizing a successful AddEdge method. Suppose the point where the edge (5, 7) is added to the graph is considered as a LP while there is a concurrent RemoveV ertex (7) . The example shown shows that this LP will be wrong, since the AddEdge returns true after successful deletion of the corresponding vertex. We linearize a successful RemoveEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex, the LP is later of read(e 2 .val) in Line 175 and write(e 2 .marked, true) in Line 176, based on the execution. If the last line to execute is 176, the edge (u, v) is already present in the edge list of the vertex u, the LP is the logically marked as deleted. If the last line to execute is 175, the edge (u, v) is not present in the edge list of the vertex u, the LP is the read(e 2 .val). (2) if there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on u or v or both, it is linearized just before the LP of the first successful concurrent delete vertex on u or v. Figure 9 illustrates why a concurrent RemoveV ertex must be considered while linearizing a successful RemoveEdge method. Suppose the point where the edge (5, 9) is removed from the graph is considered as a LP while there is a concurrent RemoveV ertex (9) . The example shown shows that this LP will be wrong, since the RemoveEdge returns true after successful deletion of the corresponding vertex. For an unsuccessful RemoveEdge(u, v) method call, the LP s remain same as the LP s of the AddEdge(u, v) returning unsuccessfully, as described in Figure 8 . For an unsuccessful RemoveEdge(u, v) method call, the LP s remain same as the LP s of the AddEdge(u, v) returning unsuccessfully, as described in Figure 8 .
We linearize a successful ContainsEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points: (1) if there is no successful concurrent delete vertex on u and v, the LP is read(e.marked) in Line 205 where the edge node with key v is found to be unmarked in the edge list of vertex u. (2) if there is a successful concurrent delete vertex on u or v, it is linearized immediately before the LP of the first successful concurrent delete on corresponding vertex. Figure 10 illustrates why a concurrent RemoveV ertex must be considered while linearizing a successful ContainsEdge method. If the ContainsEdge(u, v) method returns unsuccessfully, it is linearized within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent add edge (u, v), the LP is, (a) last of read(u.val) in Line 94/119 where u is not found in the vertex list, (b) read(u.marked) in Line 94/119 where u is found to be marked, (c) read(v.val) in Line 102/111 where v is not found in the vertex list, (d) read(v 2 .marked) in Line 102/111 where v is found to be marked, depending upon the execution. (2) if there is a successful concurrent add edge on (u, v), it is linearized immediately before the LP of that successful concurrent add edge. Figure 11 illustrates why a concurrent AddEdge must be considered while linearizing an unsuccessful ContainsEdge method. Suppose the point where the edge (5, 9) is added to the graph is considered as a LP while there is a concurrent ContainsEdge(5, 9). The example shown shows that this LP will be wrong, since the ContainsEdge returns false after the successful addition of the corresponding edge. . Figure (a) shows that T 1 , T 2 and T 3 have validated vertices 5 and 9 for presence in the vertex list. T 1 proceeds to find the presence of the edge (5, 9). Meanwhile, T 3 proceeds to find the presence of the edge (5, 9) and removes it by logically marking. After T 3 has released locks on edge nodes, T 2 proceeds to find the presence of the edge (5, 9), and finds that edge node 9 is not present, so it adds a new enode in the edge list. Figure ( b) depicts that T 1 is still pointing to the removed edge node 9 and after reading that it is marked, it returns f alse. The sequential history: T 3 .RemoveEdge(5, 9, true) < H T 2 .AddEdge(5, 9, true) < H T 1 .ContainsEdge(5, 9, f alse) (ordered by their execution) is not linearizable. Figure ( c) depicts the correct LP order.
As is evident, the LP of the methods have been defined in a dependent manner. To make the LPs precise, we define a total order on overlapping methods. Given a history, we first linearize all the vertex methods as follows: AddV ertex → RemoveV ertex → ContainsV ertex. Since the LP of ContainsV ertex is dependent on RemoveV ertex, this ordering does not cause any ambiguity. After ordering the LPs of vertex method, we order the LPs of the edge methods, following a similar order: AddEdge → RemoveEdge → ContainsEdge. Thus with this order, by the time ContainsEdge's LP needs to be fixed, all the other methods on whose LP s it could possibly depend on have already been fixed. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 12 .
(a) 
Correctness of Concurrent Graph Object
In this section, we try to formalise the proof of our concurrent graph data structure based on LP events of the methods. Most of the notations used here are derived from [14] . We assume following sequential execution for our concurrent graph data structure:
1. In any sequential execution, any method of the concurrent graph can be invoked in any global state and get a response.
2. Every sequential history S generated by the concurrent graph is legal.
3. If a method m i (inv-params ↑, rsp-params ↓) of the concurrent graph data structure in a concurrent execution E H . Then m i has a unique LP which is an atomic event within the inv and resp events of m i in E H . The LP event can be identified based on the inv-params ↑, rsp-params ↓ and the execution E H .
For any execution E
H of a concurrent graph data structure, only the LP events of the methods can change the contents AbG of the given concurrent graph data structure.
Constructing Sequential History
To prove the linearizability of a concurrent graph g which satisfies the above said assumptions, we have to show that every history generated by g is linearizable. To show this, we consider an arbitrary history H generated by g. First we complete H, to form H if H is incomplete. We then construct a sequential history denoted as S. H is linearizable if (1) S is equivalent to a completion of H; (2) S respects the real-time order of H and (3) S is legal. We now show how to construct H, S. We then analyze some properties of S. Completion of H. Suppose H is not complete. This implies H contains some incomplete methods. Note that since these methods are incomplete, they could have executed multiple possible LP events. Based on these LP events, we must complete them by adding appropriate resp event or ignore them. We construct the completion H and E H as follows:
1. Among all the incomplete methods of E H we ignore those methods that did not execute a single LP event in E H .
2. The remaining incomplete methods must have executed at least one possible LP event in E H . For these methods, we consider the latest LP event executed in E H as the LP of the method. We build an ordered set consisting of all these incomplete methods which is denoted as partial-set. The methods in partial-set are ordered by their LPs.
3. To build H, for each incomplete method m i in partial-set considered in order, we append the appropriate resp event to H based on the LP event of m i executed. Since the methods in partialset are ordered by their final LP events, the appended resp events are also ordered by their LP events. Here, we have assumed that once the LP event is finalized its resp event can be determined.
To construct E
H , for each incomplete method m i in partial-set considered in order, we sequentially append all the remaining events of m i (after its LP) to E H . All the appended events are ordered by the LPs of their respective methods.
From this construction, we can conclude that if H is linearizable then H is also linearizable. Formally, (H is linearizable) =⇒ (H is linearizable) .
For simplicity of presentation, we assume that all the concurrent histories & executions that we consider in the rest of this document are complete unless stated otherwise. Given any history that is incomplete, we can complete it by the transformation mentioned here. Next, we show how to construct a S for a complete history H. Construction of S. Given a complete history H consisting of method inv & rsp events of a concurrent graph data structure g, we construct S as follows: We have a single (hypothetical) thread invoking each method of H (with the same parameters) on g in the order of their inv events. Only after getting the response for the currently invoked method, the thread invokes the next method. From assumption we have that the methods are total, we get that for every method invocation g will issue a response. Thus we can see that the output of these method invocations is the sequential history S. From the assumption we have that S is legal. The histories H and S have the same inv events for all the methods. But, the resp events could possibly be different. Hence, they may not be equivalent to each other unless we prove otherwise.
In the sequential history S all the methods are totally ordered. So we can enumerate all its methods as: m 1 (inv-params, rsp-params) m 2 (inv-params, rsp-params) . . . m n (inv-params, rsp-params). On the other hand, the methods in a concurrent history H are not ordered. From our model, we have that all the events of the execution E H are ordered. From the assumption, we have that each complete method has a unique LP event which is atomic. All the methods of H and E H are complete. Hence, we can order the LPs of all the methods in E H . Based on LP ordering, we can enumerate the corresponding methods of the concurrent history H as m 1 (inv-params, rsp-params), m 2 (inv-params, rsp-params), . . . m n (inv-params, rsp-params). Note that this enumeration has nothing to do with the ordering of the inv and resp events of the methods in H.
Thus from the construction of S, we get that for any method m i , H.inv(m i (inv-params)) = S.inv(m i (inv-params)) but the same need not be true for the resp events.
For showing H to be linearizable, we further need to show S is equivalent to H and respects the real-time order H. Now, suppose S is equivalent to H. Then from the construction of S, it can be seen that S satisfies the real-time order of H. 
Safety: Proof Skeleton
In this subsection, we describe the lemmas to prove the correctness of our concurrent graph data structure.
Observation 1 Only the LP events in the execution can change the AbG.
2
Lemma 2
The global state of the graph after the resp event of a method is the same as the state before the inv event of the consecutive method in the sequential execution. Formally,
Proof Sketch: From the definition of Sequential Execution as depicted in Figure 13( Proof Sketch:
• 7.1: By observing the code, we realise that at the end of while loop in Line 187 of ContainsV ertex(key) method, v.val ≥ key. To return true, v.marked should be set to f alse in the pre-state of LP . It is clear that any unmarked public node should be reachable from V ertexHead and thereby belong to S.AbG(V ). We also know that a node's key value does not change after initialization. So, the v is belongs to S.vnodes, where S is the pre-state of the LP event of the method. Hence, vnode(key) ∈ P reE[E H .ContainsV ertex(key, true).LP ].AbG.
• 7.2: Similar argument as Lemma 7.1. , key 2 ) ). Also from Lemma 5, it follows that if RemoveV ertex(key 1 ) or RemoveV ertex(key 2 ) returns true, then the vertex node corresponding to that key is present in the pre-state of the LP . Also from Lemma 11, it follows that if RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) returns true, then the edge node enode(key 2 ) corresponding to that key is present in the pre-state of the LP . Hence we conclude that, (vnode(key 1 ) ∧ vnode(key 2 ) ∧ enode(key 2 )) ∈ P reE[E H .ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true).LP ].AbG .
• 13.2: Similar argument as Lemma 13.1. • m x .inv = true: Given that the method m x .resp which is RemoveEdge (key 1 , key 2 ) returns true, we know that from the Lemma 11, enode (key 2 ) ∈ P reE[E H .RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true).LP ].AbG. But since from assumption in equation 1, (E H .m x .resp = E S .m y .resp), E S .m y .resp is false. However, from the sequential execution we know that, if enode(key 2 ) ∈ pre-state of LP of RemoveEdge method, then the RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true) method must return true in E S . This is a contradiction.
• m x .inv = false: Given that the method m x .resp which is RemoveEdge (key 1 , key 2 ) returns f alse, we know that from the Lemma 12, vnode (key 1 ) and vnode (key 2 ) / ∈ P reE[E H .RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse).LP ].AbG. But since from assumption in equation 1, (E H .m x .resp = E S .m y .resp), E S .m y .resp is false. However, from the sequential execution we know that, if enode(key 2 ) / ∈ pre-state of LP of RemoveEdge method, then the RemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse) method must return f alse in E S . This is a contradiction.
6. m x .inv is ContainsEdge (key 1 , key 2 ) Method:
• m x .inv = true: Given that the method m x .resp which is ContainsEdge (key 1 , key 2 ) returns true, we know that from the Lemma 13, enode (key 2 ) ∈ P reE[E H .ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true).LP ].AbG. But since from assumption in equation 1, (E H .m x .resp = E S .m y .resp), E S .m y .resp is false. However, from the sequential execution we know that, if enode(key 2 ) ∈ pre-state of LP of ContainsEdge method, then the ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , true) method must return true in E S . This is a contradiction.
• m x .inv = false: Given that the method m x .resp which is ContainsEdge (key 1 , key 2 ) returns f alse, we know that from the Lemma 14, vnode (key 1 ) and vnode (key 2 ) enode (key 2 ) / ∈ P reE[E H .ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse).LP ].AbG. But since from assumption in equation 1, (E H .m x .resp = E S .m y .resp), E S .m y .resp is false. However, from the sequential execution we know that, if enode(key 2 ) / ∈ pre-state of LP of ContainsEdge method, then the ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 , f alse) method must return f alse in E S . This is a contradiction.
2
Lemma 16 In every execution, the pre-state of LP event must be same as the pre-state of the method in the sequential execution. Formally,
Proof Sketch: We prove by Induction on events which are the linearization points of the methods, Base
Step: Before the 1 st LP event, the initial AbG remains same because all the events in the concurrent execution before the 1 st LP do not change AbG.
Induction Hypothesis: Let us assume that the first k LP events, we know that,
Step: We have to prove that:
We know from Induction Hypothesis that for k th method,
From the construction of S, we get that H.m x .inv = S.m x .inv. Combining this with Lemma 15 we have,
From the Lemma 2, we have,
From the equation 2 we have, Proof Sketch: The ContainsV ertex(key) method scans the vertex list of the graph starting from the V ertexHead, ignoring whether vnode are marked or not. It returns a boolean f lag either true or f alse depending on vnode(key) greater than or equal to the sought-after key. If the desired vnode is unmarked, it simply returns true and this is correct because the vertex list is sorted. On the other hand, it returns f alse if vnode(key) is not present or has been marked. This ContainsV ertex method is wait-free, because there are only a finite number of vertex keys that are smaller than the one being searched for. By the observation of the code, a new vnode with lower or equal keys is never added ahead of it, hence they are reachable from V ertexHead even if vertex nodes are logically removed from the vertex list. Therefore, each time the ContainsV ertex moves to a new vertex node, whose key value is larger key than the previous one. This can happen only finitely many times, which says the traversal of ContainsV ertex method is wait-free. Similarly, the ContainsEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method first scans the vertex list of the graph starting from the V ertexHead, ignoring whether vertex nodes are marked or not. It returns a boolean f lag either true or f alse depending on enode(key 2 ) greater than or equal to the sought-after key in the edge list of the vertex vnode(key 1 ). If the desired enode is unmarked, it simply returns true and this is correct because the vertex list is sorted as well as the edge list of the vertex vnode(key 1 ) is also sorted. On the other hand it returns f alse if either vnode(key 1 ) or vnode(key 2 ) is not present or has been marked in the vertex list or enode(key 2 ) is not present or has been marked in the edge list of the vertex vnode(key 1 ). This ContainsEdge method is wait-free, because there are only a finite number of vertex keys that are smaller than the one being searched for as well as a finite number of edge keys that are smaller than the one being searched for in edge list of any vertex. By observation of the code, a new enode with lower or equal keys is never added ahead of enode(key 2 ) in the edge list of the vertex vnode(key 1 ), hence they are reachable from V ertexHead even if vertex nodes or edge nodes of vnode(key 1 ) are logically removed from the vertex list. Therefore, each time the ContainsEdge moves to a new edge node, whose key value is larger key than the previous one. This can happen only finitely many times, which says the traversal of ContainsEdge method is wait-free. 2
Maintaining Graph Acyclicity
In this section, we consider the problem of maintaining an invariant of acyclicity in this concurrent dynamic graph data structure. As described earlier, the objective is to maintain an acyclic conflict graph of transactions for SGT. For a concurrent graph to be acyclic, the graph should maintain the acyclic property at the end of each operation in the equivalent sequential history. To achieve this, we try to ensure that the graph stays acyclic in all the global states. It is easy to see that a cycle can be created only on addition of edge to the graph. We modify the concurrent graph data structure presented in the earlier section to support this acyclic property. The sequential specification of AcyclicAddEdge is relaxed as follows: after a new directed edge has been added to the graph (in the shared memory), we verify if the resulting graph is acyclic. If it is, we leave the edge. Otherwise we delete the edge from the shared memory. Thus AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) may fail even if the edge (u, v) was not already part of the graph. The sequential specification of the graph data structure with acyclic property is same as that of sequential specification of graph data structure as shown in the Table 2 , except AddEdge method. This modified specification is shown in the Table 4 . Table 3 describes the modified fields of the edge and vertex nodes of the Table 1 . Each node has a status field which can be in one of the three states: transit, marked, added. When a new edge node is added, its status is initially set to transit. The overall idea is that it is allowed to be logically added to the graph i.e. its status set to added only after it is ensured that the edge does not form any cycle. Thus, we ensure that in any global state all the edges in 'added ' state do not form a cycle. Although, it is possible that the edges with status added and transit form a cycle in some global state.
A thread adds an edge to the graph in transit state. If the new transit edge does not cause a cycle, then its status is changed to added. Otherwise, the new edge is deleted by setting its status to marked. An edge node in transit state can not get removed by any other concurrent thread. However, every thread performing a cycle detect on the concurrent graph can see all edges in transit as well as added state.
A side-effect to be observed here is that this may allow false positives. This means that the algorithm may detect a cycle even though the graph does not contain one. This can happen in the following scenario; two threads T 1 and T 2 are adding edges lying in the path of a single cycle. In this case, both threads 
Same as pre-state detect that the newly added edge (in transit) has led to formation of a cycle and both may delete their respective edges. However, in a sequential execution, only one of the edges will be removed. We allow this as the resulting graph at the end of each operation is acyclic. From the perspective of application SGT which uses the graph acyclicity, a false positive implies unnecessary abort of a transaction. But this does not violate the correctness , i.e., serializability in Databases and Opacity in STMs. On the other hand, having a cycle in the application violates correctness and thus should not be allowed. Thus to incorporate these changes to preserve acyclicity, the methods exported by the algorithm are modified as: AcyclicAddEdge, AcyclicRemoveEdge, AcyclicContainsEdge. Algorithms 13-19 illustrate these methods. The methods V alidateV ertex, AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex and ContainsV ertex remain same as described in Algorithms 1, 3, 5 and 11 respectively.
Working of Concurrent Graph Methods preserving Acyclicity
In this section, we describe the implementation of the concurrent graph structure with acyclicity properties and the working of the various methods. For a concurrent graph to be acyclic, the graph should maintain the acyclic property at the end of each operation in the equivalent sequential history. Like concurrent graph data structure the fields in the acyclic structure also declared as atomic. This ensures that operations on these variables happen atomically. In the context of a particular application, the node structure can be easily modified to carry useful data (like weights etc).
Update Vertex Methods: -AcyclicAddVertex & AcyclicRemoveVertex
The working of the AcyclicAddV ertex and AcyclicRemoveV ertex methods are similar to the AddVertex and RemoveVertex methods of the concurrent graph data structure described in the Section 6.1. Update Edge Method :-AcyclicAddEdge 228: procedure AcyclicLocateEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, val ↓, v1 ↑, v2 ↑, e1 ↑, e2 ↑, f lag ↑) 229:
230: 
241:
e2 ← read(e1.enext);
242:
/* Search enode(key2) without acquiring any locks*/
243:
while (read(e2.val) < key2) do
244:
e1 ← e2;
245:
e2 ← read(e2.enext);
246:
end while
247:
lock.acquire(e1);
248:
lock.acquire(e2);
249:
if (val) then
250:
if (M odif iedV alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, f lag ↑)) then 251: When a thread wants to add an edge (u, v) to the concurrent graph, it invokes the AcyclicLocateEdge method in the Line 289. This AcyclicLocateEdge internally invokes the HelpSearchEdge method in the Line 229. The HelpSearchEdge described in the Algorithm 7. This method checks for the presence of vertices u and v in the vertex list of the graph. Now we add an additional check to verify that the two vertices are reachable from the VertexHeadin Line 234. The reason for this is as explained in Figure 1 . Once the vertices have been found, the thread traverses the edge list of vertex u until an edge node with key greater than v has been encountered, say ecurr and it's predecessor say epred. The thread does all this without acquiring locks. It then acquires locks on both epred and ecurr and performs validation by invoking ModifiedValidateEdge in the Line 250. The ModifiedValidateEdge is described in the Algorithm 14. This method checks that the locked nodes have not been deleted and are reachable. In other words, it successfully validates even though the nodes are in transit state and returns the locked nodes. In case the validation fails, it releases the locks and retries. Once the epred and ecurr edge nodes have been found, a new edge node (with status as transit) is added between them, if the key does not already exists. After this the acquired locks are released. If the node was newly added, then it invokes the PathExists method in the Line 306 to check if there exists a path from vertex v to u. The PathExists method is described in the Algorithm 20. Now, if there exists a path from v to u, it means a cycle has been detected, then the edge (u, v) must be removed by setting its status to marked, else it must be changed to added. However, for deletion of the node in transit, we must be able to get the pointer to the predecessor node. Hence it invokes the NewLocateEdge in the Line 308. It is to be noted that during this phase, the vertex u could have been deleted. Hence NewLocateEdge method starts scans directly the edge list of the u until it finds a enode with a key value greater than or equal to e 3 .key and it's predecessor say epred. After this, validation is performed by invoking the ModifiedValidateEdge method in the Line 280 to check if the locked edge nodes are reachable and unmarked. If the validation is successful, the new edge node e 3 is removed by making status to marked in the Line 309. If there is no path from v to u, means cycle has not been detected, so the status of the e 3 is simply changed to added in the Linelin:addec14. The AcyclicAddEdge method is described in Algorithm 17.
Algorithm 16 New LocateEdge Method: Takes two keys, key1 and key2, as input and returns the pair of adjacent enode e1, e2 . If vnode v1 or v2 or enode e2 is not present, it returns false. Initially enodes e1, e2 are set to null and f lag is set to true.
while (true) do
271:
e1 ← read(v1.enext);
272:
273:
274:
275:
276:
277:
278:
279:
280:
if (M odif iedV alidateEdge(e1 ↓, e2 ↓, f lag ↑)) then
281:
return; // returns true if validation succeeds.
282:
else 283:
lock.release(e1);
284:
lock.release(e2); // validation failed, try again
285:
end if
286:
end while 287: end procedure Algorithm 17 AcyclicAddEdge Method: enode(key2) gets added to the edge list of vnode(key1), if it is not already part of it and does not form a cycle. Initially f lag is set to true.
288: procedure AcyclicAddEdge (key1 ↓,key2 ↓, f lag ↑) 289:
290:
/*vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found*/
291:
if (f lag = f alse) then
292:
293:
294:
if (read(e2.val) = key2) then //enode(key2) not present
295:
/*e3.status is set to transit initially*/
296:
write(e3, new enode(key2));
297:
write(e3.enext, e2);
298:
write(e1.enext, e3);
299:
300:
lock.release(e2);
301:
else 302:
lock.release(e1); // enode(key2) already present
303:
304:
305:
306:
cycle f lag ← P athExists(key2 ↓, key1 ↓); //check for cycle
307:
if (cycle f lag = true) then //cycle detected 308: 319: procedure AcyclicRemoveEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, f lag ↑) 320: 
330:
331:
return; // return flag 332: end procedure cLocateEdge method in the Line 320. This is same as described in the AcyclicAddEdge above, with the only difference that it performs validation by invoking AcyclicValidateEdge in Line 257. The role of this method is to check if the locked edge nodes are added in the concurrent graph data structure. This is important since transit edge nodes cannot be deleted. If the edge node to be deleted is already present then deletion of enode v takes in two phases: first logical removal of the enode v by setting the status field in the Line 326 to marked. Then, enode v is removed physically from u's edge list by changing the pointers in the Line 327. The AcyclicRemoveEdge method is described in Algorithm 18.
Read-only Methods: -AcyclicContainsVertex & AcyclicContainsEdge
The AcyclicContainsV ertex(u) method works similar to the wait-free ContainsVertex of method de- 333: procedure AcyclicContainsEdge (key1 ↓, key2 ↓, f lag ↑) 334:
335:
/* vnode(key1) or vnode(key2) not found */
336:
337:
338:
339:
e ← read(v1.enext);
340:
while (read(e.val) < key2) do
341:
e ← read(e.enext);
342:
343:
if (read(e.val) = key) ∨ (read(e.status) = added) then
344:
345:
else 346:
f lag ← true;
347:
348:
349: end procedure scribed in the Algorithm 11. It proceeds by scanning the vertex list, without acquiring any locks until it encounters a vnode of key greater than or equal to u. It returns true if the vnode it was searching for is present and unmarked in the graph and otherwise returns f alse. Similarly, the AcyclicContainsEdge(u, v) method first scans the vertex list like ContainsVertex for each vertex u and v and checks both the vertices are present and unmarked. It traverse the edge list without acquiring any locks on enode. It returns true if the enode it was searching for is present and it's status is added in the edge list of vnode u and otherwise returns f alse. The AcyclicContainsEdge method is described in the Algorithm 19.
Wait-Free Reachability
The following subsection presents an algorithm based on reachability for ensuring acyclicity in the concurrent graph developed. Given a directed graph, G = (V, E) and two vertices u, v ∈ V , a vertex v is reachable from another vertex u, if there exists a path from the vertex u to v in G. By using this idea of reachability, we define a method for cycle detection in concurrent directed graphs. Before invoking this method, we must remember that AcyclicAddEdge(x, y) has already returned true. So this is to check if there exists a path from vertex y to x in the concurrent graph. The reachability method creates a local ReachSet of all vertices reachable from y, with an explored boolean field corresponding to each vertex in 
361:
while (read(e1.enext) = null) do
362:
if (read(e1.marked = f alse)) then
363:
local R ← local R ∪ read(e1.val);
364:
365:
e1 ← read(e1.enext);
366:
367:
if (key2 ∈ local R) then
368:
369:
370:
371:
key1.explored ← true; // as explored in local copy
372:
while (∃keyx ∈ local R | (keyx.explored = f alse) do
373:
v2 ← read(V ertexHead);
374:
while (read(v2.val) < keyx) do
375:
v2 ← read(v2.vnext);
376:
377:
if (read(v2.val) = keyx ∨ read(v2.marked)) then
378:
keyx.explored ← true;
379:
continue : Line372;
380:
381:
e2 ← read(v2.enext);
382:
while (read(e2.enext) = null) do
383:
if (read(e2.marked) = f alse) then
384:
local R ← local R ∪ read(e2.val);
385:
386:
387:
388:
389:
390:
391:
392:
393:
394:
395:
396: end procedure this set. The reachability method begins by traversing the adjacency list of y to find x in the concurrent graph, without acquiring locks. All these traversed vertices edge nodes are added to the local ReachSet and the vertex y is marked to be explored. Now, the method recursively visits (similar to breadth first traversal, BFS) the outgoing edges (which are not marked) from the neighbours of y to find x. Clearly, this is done until all the vertices in all the paths from y to x in G have been explored or a cycle has been detected in the graph. This method is described in Algorithm 20. However, in the concurrent setting, the set of vertices in the path keep varying dynamically. Since the key size is finite and all keys are unique, the adjacency list will be traversed in finite number of steps. Also, since there can only be a finite number of vertices in the path from v to u, this method will terminate in a finite number of steps. We define reachability without acquiring any locks and it terminates in a finite number of steps, so it satisfies wait-freedom guarantee.
Once a cycle has been detected, then the edge which caused the cycle is removed from the concurrent graph (by invoking RemoveEdge) else the algorithm proceeds normally. An execution of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 14 .
Correctness: Linearization Points
In this subsection, we define the Linearization P oints(LP ) of methods of the concurrent graph data structure with acyclicity. Only the LP of AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) changes due to the introduction of acyclic invariant.
We linearize a successful AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) method call within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent RemoveV ertex on u and v, the LP is defined as the last of read(e 2 .val) in Line 294 and write(e 3 .status, added) in Line 315, depending upon execution. If the last line to execute is 294, the edge (u, v) is already present in the edge list of the vertex Figure (a) is the initial graph when a thread T 1 is trying to concurrently AcyclicAddEdge(3, 7) to the graph. Figure (b) depicts the graph when thread T 1 has finished adding edge (3, 7) and is invoking P athExists. Concurrently, thread T 2 is trying to AcyclicAddEdge (4, 7) . Figure (c) shows the reachability path from vertex 7 to 3 as computed by thread T 1 . A cycle has now been detected and hence the edge (3, 7) will now be removed. Similarly, the thread adding edge (4, 7) will also invoke P athExists afterwards and remove it.
u and whereas Line 315 implies that the edge (u, v) is not present earlier and this line adds a new edge node (u, v) such that it is now reachable from V ertexHead of the vertex list; (2) if there is a successful concurrent RemoveV ertex on u or v or both, the LP is the point immediately before the first LP of successful concurrent delete on vertex u or v.
For an unsuccessful AcyclicAddEdge(u, v) call, the LP is defined to be within its execution interval at the earlier of the following points; (1) if there is no successful concurrent AddV ertex on u and v, the LP is last of read(u.val) in Line 94/119 where u is not found in vertex list or read(u.marked) in Line 94/119 where u is found to be marked or read(v.val) in Line 102/111 where v is not found in the vertex list or read(v 2 .marked) in Line 102/111 where v is found to be marked or write(e 3 .status, marked) in Line 309 depending upon the execution; (2) if there is a successful concurrent AddV ertex on u or v or both, it is linearized at the point immediately before the LP of the first successful concurrent AddV ertex on u or v.
Safety: Proof Outline
In this subsection, we try to formalise the proof of our concurrent graph data structure with acyclic invariant based on LP events of the methods. Here we show that the AcyclicAddEdge maintains acyclicity property. The proof of other properties for maintaining sequential consistency (mentioned below) can be shown similar to the proof in SubSection5.2.
Lemma 21
The algorithms employed for our acyclic concurrent graph data structure are linearizable.
Lemma 22
The methods AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AcyclicAddEdge and AcyclicRemoveEdge are deadlock-free and ContainsV ertex, AcyclicContainsEdge and P athExists are wait-free. Now, we show the proof of graph acyclicity. For simplicity in this proof sketch, we assume that there are no concurrent add vertex and remove edges/vertices as they do not affect acyclicity property.
Lemma 23 Consider a state S in which there is a path from vertex u to v. Then if a thread invokes P athExists(u, v) in S and there are no edge deleted in this path between this method invocation and response then P athExists(u, v) will return true.
Proof Sketch: The proof of this lemma comes directly from the working of the algorithm. = ⇒ n1 implies that the edge is in status added. From our assumption, all these edges are in state added in S. From the working of the algorithm all these edges must have been added as transit earlier. Among these set of edges, let us suppose that the edge ni t = ⇒ nj be the last edge to be added in the state transit by a thread T x (which could be same as T i ). Note that this edge need not be the last edge to be converted to the status added in this set.
Let ni t − → nj and u t − → v be the events of the corresponding edges getting added to the AbG with status transit. Now, we have two cases:
• ni t − → nj < E u t − → v: Here ni t − → nj got added before u t − → v. Thus from our assumption after ni t − → nj has got added, there is a path from v to u in a state S1 consisting of edges with status either as transit or added in the path. As per the algorithm, T i will invoke P athExists(v, u) after u t − → v. This from Lemma 23, this method would then return true since there is a path from v to u. Hence, T i will convert not the status of the edge from transit to added and thus deleting this edge directly. Hence this case is not possible.
• u t − → v < E ni t − → nj: Here, u t − → v has got added before ni t − → nj. Now consider the state S1 just after adding of ni t − → nj. In this state from our assumption, we have that u t − → v. Let us consider the connectivity between nj and ni. Originally, we had assumed that there is a path from v to u through ni and nj with ni to nj being the last edge added. Thus from our assumption in S1, 
From the condition of this case, we have that an edge from u to v was added in transit state before. From our assumption in S1 this edge would still be be transit. Thus we have that
Combining Equations 8, 9, 10, we get that there is a path from nj to ni in S1. Thus when T x invokes P athExists(nj, ni) after S1, from Lemma 23 we get that this method will return true. This implies that T x will not change the status of the edge ni to nj as added. Hence when T i changes the status of edge u to v to added the path v to u will not exist. Hence a cycle is not possible.
Thus in both the cases, a cycle is not possible. 
Liveness: Proof Outline
In this subsection we prove the progress guarantee of the methods of our proposed graph data structure with acyclic property.
Lemma 29
The methods AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AcyclicAddEdge and AcyclicRemoveEdge are deadlock-free.
Proof Sketch:
The proof of the AddV ertex, RemoveV ertex, AcyclicAddEdge and AcyclicRemoveEdge methods are deadlock-free by direct argument based of the acquiring lock on both the current and predecessor nodes. The AddV ertex and RemoveV ertex proof are similar argument as Lemma 19.1 and 19.2 respectively. And the proof of AcyclicAddEdge and AcyclicRemoveEdge is given bellow.
1. AcyclicAddEdge: the AcyclicAddEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method is deadlock-free because a thread always acquires lock on the enode with smaller keys first. Which means, if a thread say T 1 acquired a lock on a enode(key 2 ), it never tries to acquire a lock on a enode of the vertex vnode(key 1 ) with key smaller than or equal to enode(key 2 ). This is true because the AcyclicAddEdge method acquires lock on the predecessor edge nodes of the vertex vnode(key 1 ) from the AcyclicLocateEdge method and returns after releasing the locks.
2. AcyclicRemoveEdge: the AcyclicRemoveEdge(key 1 , key 2 ) method is also deadlock-free, similar argument as AcyclicAddEdge.
2
Lemma 30 The methods ContainsV ertex, AcyclicContainsEdge and P athExists are wait-free.
Proof Sketch: The proof of the ContainsV ertex and AcyclicContainsEdge method is similar arguments as 20.1 and 20.2 respectively. 2
Simulation Results & Analysis
We performed our tests on 2 sockets & 14 cores per socket Intel Xeon (R) CPU E5-2660 v4 running at 2.00 GHz core frequency. Each core supports 2 hardware threads. Every core's L1, L2 cache are private to that core; L3 cache (35MB) is shared across all cores of a processors. The tests were performed in a controlled environment, where we were the sole users of the system. The complete source code is available at [10] and the implementation has been done in C++ (without any garbage collection) and threading is achieved by using Posix threads.
In the experiments conducted, we start with an initial complete acyclic graph. When the program starts, it creates threads and each thread randomly performs a set of operations chosen by a particular workload distribution. Here, the evaluation metric used is the time taken to complete all the operations. We measure throughput obtained on running the experiment for 20 seconds and present the results for the following workload distributions: (1) Update-dominated : 25% AddV ertex, 25% AddEdge, 10% RemoveV ertex, 10% RemoveEdge, 15% ContainsV ertex and 15% ContainsEdge; (2) Contains-dominated : 40% ContainsV ertex, 40% ContainsEdge, 7% AddV ertex, 7% AddEdge, 3% RemoveV ertex and 3% RemoveEdge; (3) Edge-updates: 40% AddEdge, 60% RemoveEdge and rest are 0%. Figure 15 depicts the results for the data structure methods. Figure 16 , on the other hand, depicts the performance results for the acyclic methods. Each data point is obtained after averaging for 5 iterations. We assume that duplicate vertices are not inserted.
We tested different variants of the data structure for different number of threads -ConcGraph-NoDIE: the concurrent data structure presented without Deletion of Incoming Edges (DIE) for deleted vertices, ConcGraph-DIE: supporting Deletion of Incoming Edges of deleted vertices (Algorithm 4), CoarseLock: which supports concurrent operations by acquiring a global lock and the sequential implementation. The acyclicity variant has been implemented via reachability method as described in the Section 6. These are compared against a coarse lock & sequential implementation of the same method. The figures depict that the presented algorithm certainly outperforms the coarse lock and sequential counterpart. Also update methods of ConcGraph and the reachability based cycle detection (without deletion of incoming edges, DIE) give a significant increase in the throughput and scale well with increasing the number of threads. We noted on an average 8x increased throughput.
It is interesting to observe that ConcGraph-NoDIE achieves higher throughput than the one with DIE. This can be attributed to the observation that it is cost inefficient to traverse all the vertices to search for the incoming edges of the deleted vertices. However, in Figure 15c and 16c, ConcGraph-DIE performs similar to NoDIE. This is because in these experiments there are no deletion of vertices and hence no reason to perform DIE for deleted vertices. Hence the performance is very similar. We performed initial experiments to also test the number of failed AddEdge operations in our acyclic variant. Our preliminary results show that the percentage of false positives are very low.
Conclusion & Future Direction
In this paper, we have shown how to construct a fully dynamic concurrent graph data structure, which allows threads to concurrently add/delete vertices/edges. The update methods of the algorithm are
